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Abstract: So-called ‘zero’ or ‘null’ tenses have often been characterized as functionally deficient 8 
forms, deprived of any inherent content. In this paper, we will focus on the semantics of a morpho- 9 
phonologically null inflectional verbal paradigm in Anindilyakwa (Groote Eylandt, N.T., Australia, 10 
which is both temporally and aspectually underspecified. Through a quantitative corpus study con- 11 
ducted in the paper, we establish that ‘zero inflection’ in this language, contra prior works on such 12 
tenses in general (e.g. Bybee 1990) and in Anindilyakwa in particular (Bednall 2019), presents vari- 13 
ous degrees of sensitivity to traditional Vendlerian aspectual parameters. We show that while telic- 14 
ity is not a significant predictor for the temporal interpretation of zero-inflected Anindilyakwa 15 
verbs, and dynamicity is a good but not very good predictor, only a very broad opposition between 16 
change-of-state (including qua boundedness) and non-change-of-state, or perfective/imperfective, 17 
gives very significant biases towards past vs. present anchoring. We also show that atomic telicity 18 
is the only categorical Aktionsart predictor for temporal anchoring in this context correctly predict 19 
the temporal anchoring of such verbs, and stativity is not biased towards present interpretations, 20 
thereby questioning currently received typological theories of the semantics of so-called ‘zero- 21 
tenses’ / aspectuo-temporally underspecified tenses. 22 

Keywords: underspecified tenses; null tense; aspect; present perfective paradox; Australian lan- 23 
guages 24 
 25 

1. Introduction 26 
So-called ‘tenselessness’ has attracted considerable theoretical attention over the past 27 

two decades, especially in Indigenous languages of the Americas. Some of the earliest 28 
mentions of this phenomenon were found in grammars of Mayan languages (Craig 1977; 29 
England 1983), and the first extensive theoretical account was offered in J. Bohnemeyer’s 30 
seminal study of Yukatek Maya (Bohnemeyer 2002)see also (Bohnemeyer 2009). Other 31 
families of American Indigenous languages were also noted for exhibiting various kinds 32 
of tenselessness, as early as (Baker & Travis 1997) account of Mohawk ‘modals’ (but see 33 
also works from the University of British Columbia group; (Matthewson 2006) on Salish), 34 
work by J. Tonhauser and others on Amazonian languages, such as Guarani (Tonhauser 35 
2006; Tonhauser 2011; Pancheva & Zubizarreta 2020), and research on Mesoamerican lan- 36 
guages (cf. (Toosarvandani 2021))). Outside of the Americas, tenselessness has also been 37 
identified in Inuit languages (e.g. West Greenlandic; (Shaer 2003; Bittner 2005; Bittner 38 
2008), but also Chinese ((Lin 2003; Lin 2010), Vietnamese (Duffield 2007; Bui 2019), Korean 39 
and Japanese (Lee & Tonhauser 2010), Hausa (Mucha 2012; Mucha 2013) and Samoan 40 
(Bochnak 2016; Bochnak, Hohaus & Mucha 2019), among others. So-called ‘tenselessness’ 41 
has also been noted in various Creoles & Pidgins (cf. e.g. (Singler 1990). ‘Tenseless’ lan- 42 
guages, i.e. languages lacking inflectional temporal categories, are generally argued to 43 
rely instead on aspectual markers, lexical aspectual class information and contextual 44 
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information to determine the temporal anchoring of utterances (cf. e.g. (Tonhauser 2015). 45 
‘Superficially tenseless’ languages have also been contrasted with ‘deeply tenseless’ lan- 46 
guages following (Matthewson 2006) seminal proposals. Many analyses of so-called tense- 47 
lessness are hotly debated (see e.g. (Alotaibi 2020) for arguments against tenseless ap- 48 
proaches to some varieties of Arabic, and (Chen & Husband 2018) for Chinese). 49 

While ‘tenselessness’, or rather what we will refer to as temporal functional deficiency 50 
from the point of view of form-meaning pairings, is often associated with entire tense- 51 
aspect systems in many accounts, it has also been claimed to associate with specific forms 52 
in certain languages (cf. e.g. (Ritter & Wiltschko 2014). This corresponds either to tense 53 
marking being optional (cf. e.g. (Tagliamonte & Poplack 1993), or to the existence of so- 54 
called ‘null’ or ‘zero’ inflections (discussed below), contrasting with non-null inflections, 55 
in a given language. We claim that Anindilyakwa is such a language. Although not a 56 
tenseless language as a whole (Anindilyakwa undoubtedly possesses inflectionally non- 57 
null tenses), the inflectional TAM system includes an inflectional paradigm which can be 58 
regarded as ‘tenseless’ in the sense that it appears to be deficient, if not empty, with respect 59 
to temporal (as well as aspectual, see below) functional content. Consequently, works fo- 60 
cusing on ‘unmarked’, ‘zero’ or ‘null’ tense, in a morpho-phonological sense (cf. e.g. 61 
(Bybee 1990; Tagliamonte & Poplack 1993; Haspelmath 2021) are also relevant to the pre- 62 
sent study. Cross-linguistically, however, such morpho-phonologically reduced forms 63 
can (but need not) be completely semantically unspecified for temporal and/aspectual 64 
content, but even when they are not, they appear to cluster around certain types of mean- 65 
ings, especially presents and aspectually ‘light’ tense-aspect meanings. The Anindilyakwa 66 
zero tense seems to be of the functionally deficient kind, as we examine further below. 67 

Both ‘tenseless’ languages, and languages with optional tense marking and function- 68 
ally deficient ’zero tense’ (Smith, Perkins & Fernald 2007; Carolan 2015) are much alike in 69 
that they must both resort to temporal and/or aspectual information derivable from the 70 
compositional semantics of an utterance, plus discourse contextual information, in order 71 
to ascribe a temporal content to tenseless, or ‘null tense’, utterances. In what follows, we 72 
argue that discourse structural (e.g. discourse relations, in the sense of the SDRT frame- 73 
work (Asher & Lascarides 2003)) parameters also play a key role in order to achieve an 74 
appropriate temporal interpretation. This is in line with important results garnered in the 75 
1990’s and 2000’s about the interplay between aspectuo-temporal meanings and discourse 76 
structure, notably through SDRT based-analyses (following notably (Lascarides & Asher 77 
1993a; Lascarides & Asher 1993b; Lascarides & Oberlander 1993)see (Caudal 2012) for a 78 
more recent instantiation of such an approach). 79 

Of course, temporally unspecific ‘zero tense’ forms differ from simple aspectually 80 
underspecified tenses, demonstrated for instance by (Smith 1991) notion of (aspectually) 81 
neutral tenses, (Nash 2017) notion of structural deficiency, or (again) the lack of ‘aspectual 82 
functional substance’ à la (Ritter & Wiltschko 2014). As we will see in Anindilyakwa, how- 83 
ever, this language offers a phonologically reduced paradigm which is at once temporally 84 
and aspectually underspecified, suggesting that a verb form can be at once lacking with 85 
respect to both temporal and aspectual functional content. 86 

1.1 The Anindilyakwa language and its TAM system 87 
Anindilyakwa is a non-Pama-Nyungan language, spoken by over 1,400 people living 88 

on the Groote Eylandt archipelago, in the NT, Australia (Department of Infrastructure, 89 
Transport, Regional Development and Communications, Australian Institute of 90 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies & Australian National University 2020). In 91 
the context of Australian Aboriginal languages, it is a fairly vibrant language, and one of 92 
the few that is still being acquired by children. 93 

 94 
 95 
 96 
 97 
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98 
Figure 1. Anindilyakwa and surrounding Top End languages (Harvey 2008) 99 

 100 
Like many languages of northern Australia, Anindilyakwa is richly polysynthetic 101 

and morphologically complex. Its TAM paradigms are no exception to this, as they are 102 
realized through discontinuous morphs (Carroll 2016) involving a portmanteau prefix 103 
(combining pronominal+TAM information) and a TAM suffix (Bednall 2020: 26). In spite 104 
of its many TAM paradigms, the language is strikingly underspecified for aspect: it pos- 105 
sesses two aspectually ‘neutral’ indicative paradigms, namely a ‘neutral’ past tense para- 106 
digm (REAL-V-PST, cf. (1)), plus a temporally and aspectually underspecified TAM para- 107 
digm, with a phonologically null suffix exponent (REAL-V-Ø, cf. (2)). Note that departing 108 
from (Bednall 2020), and following (Caudal, Mailhammer & Bednall 2019), we are analyz- 109 
ing each combination of prefix and suffix exponents as a single discontinuous TAM 110 
morph, i.e. as instance of so-called ‘distributed exponence’ in the sense of (Carroll 2016). 111 

 112 
(1) kembirra nəm-awiyebe-nə=ma   mamawura.  113 

then  REAL.VEG-enter-PST=SType VEG.sun 114 
‘Then the sun set’ 115 
(Mərungkurra Text, 28-9) 116 
 117 

(2) yarrungkwa n-akən  nenəngkwarrba nəm-akbərranga-Ø=ma  118 
yesterday 3m-that 3m.man  REAL.3m>VEG-find-USP=SType   119 
mijiyelya  120 
VEG.beach 121 
‘Yesterday he found the beach’ 122 
(JL, JRB1-018-01, 00.05.31) 123 
 124 
Note that in addition to REAL-V-Ø and REAL-V-PST mentioned above, there are 125 

eight other discontinuous TAM morphs (portmanteau prefixes + TAM suffixes) in the ver- 126 
bal inflectional TAM system (REAL-V-NPST, IRR-V-NPST, IRR-V-PST, IRR-V-Ø, IRR-V- 127 
POT, DEON-V-NPST, DEON-V-Ø, DEON-V-POT). This paper, however, focuses princi- 128 
pally on the temporally and aspectually underspecified REAL-V-Ø paradigm (see Bednall 129 
2020 chpts 6 and 9, for discussion of other TAM paradigms). 130 
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1.2 Our research question and existing analyses 131 
The starting point for the present study is Bednall’s (2020) account of the zero inflec- 132 

tion. On the surface, the temporal anchoring of REAL-V-Ø utterances appears to be 133 
largely determined by the Aktionsart of the verb: stative verbs seem to favor a present 134 
anchoring, verbs describing atomic telic events (cf. Dowty 1986; i.e. achievements) impose 135 
a past interpretation, while verbs describing either atelic dynamic events (i.e. activities 136 
and unbounded changes-of-state events) or accomplishments are capable of both read- 137 
ings, as displayed in Table 1. 138 

Table 1. Temporal properties of REAL-V-Ø marking, as described in (Bednall 2020: 219) 139 

Temporal anchoring States Activites + Accomplishments Achievements 

Past ✕ ! ! 
Present ! ! ✕ 

 140 
This leads to the following principles that (Bednall 2020: 222) posits (based on similar 141 

principles of (Smith & Erbaugh 2005; Smith, Perkins & Fernald 2007)), where atomic 142 
events (Dowty 1986; Caudal 1999) correspond to non-scalar/non-incremental telic events 143 
(i.e. more or less to achievements, see (Caudal & Nicolas 2005) for more on this). 144 

 145 
1. The Deictic Principle: Situations are located with respect to Speech Time (Smith et al 146 

2007: 44); 147 
2. The Simplicity Principle of Interpretation: Choose the interpretation that requires the 148 

least information added or implied (Smith et al 2007: 60); 149 
3. The Temporal Schema Principle: Interpret zero-marked clauses according to the tem- 150 

poral schema of the situation (Smith et al 2007: 61). 151 
a. Stativity Constraint: stative events are not located in the past. 152 
b. Atomic Constraint: atomic events are not located in the present. 153 
 154 
It should be noted that Table 1, and the above principles, deviate somewhat from 155 

some typological work that has been conducted looking into functionally deficient tenses, 156 
with known temporal effects of aspectual meanings regarding functionally deficient 157 
tenses, or tenseless languages. Thus, according to the so-called ‘present perfective para- 158 
dox’ (Malchukov 2009; De Wit 2016), aspectuo-temporally/deficient unspecified verb 159 
forms should trigger a non-present reading with all telic/bounded and dynamic utter- 160 
ances, vs. a present reading with stative utterances. However, in Anindilyakwa, not only 161 
can activity and accomplishment verbs anchor to either the present or the past, morpho- 162 
logically stative verb forms marked with the so-called INCHoative suffix (i.e. that give 163 
rise to stative, stative-resultative/perfect, or change-of-state/perfective readings depend- 164 
ing on contextual parameters, similar to other Australian languages such as Panyjima 165 
(Caudal, Dench & Roussarie 2012)) can also vary in their temporal anchoring, as in (3)-(4). 166 

 167 
(3) yirrə-rrəngka-Ø=ma    arakba   ngayuwa 168 

REAL.2A-see-PST=STYPE   COMPL.ACT  1.PRO 169 
nəng-enibu-dhə-Ø=ma 170 
REAL.1-alive-INCH-USP=STYPE 171 
‘Now you have seen that I really am alive again…’ 172 
(Bednall 2020: 62) 173 
 174 

(4) n-eniba-dhə-Ø=ma 175 
REAL.3m-alive-INCH-USP =STYPE 176 
‘He came back to life’ 177 
(Bednall 2020: 149) 178 
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 179 
Other typological works seem to be partly in agreement with Bednall’s (2020) gener- 180 

alizations (see e.g. (Bybee 1990: 12–13), which observes that dynamic predicates, regard- 181 
less of their telicity, can give rise to past temporal anchorings in at least some languages, 182 
in contrast with stative, whose ‘default interpretation’ seems to be past (the latter claim 183 
being at odds with Bednall’s generalization in Anindilyakwa, while the former is not). 184 

These divergences are indicative that further research on the aspectuo-temporal in- 185 
terpretation of ‘temporally deficient’ forms in general, and the Anindilyakwa REAL-V-Ø 186 
paradigm in particular, is necessary. The remainder of this paper will precisely address 187 
this issue, by examining which of the above generalizations and principles hold by testing 188 
them against a rigorous quantitative assessment. 189 

2. Materials and Methods 190 
The present study was conducted on a sub-set of a corpus of roughly 100,000 words 191 

(well over 10,000 utterances, in the context of a polysynthetic language), comprising 55 192 
hours of elicitation material, dialogues and narratives, plus other collected narratives. The 193 
sub-set used for this study is roughly one quarter of the total corpus: roughly 25,000 194 
words. 195 

The three main types of material making up our corpus specifically involve the fol- 196 
lowing types of data: 197 

- Elicited utterances, either through traditional questionnaires (especially as trans- 198 
lation tasks), meta-linguistic elicitation material (e.g. morphological flash cards), 199 
or experimental elicitation based on the Event Description Elicitation Database 200 
(EDED, cf. (Mailhammer & Caudal 2019); see details below, and Caudal & 201 
Mailhammer (this volume) for further details); 202 

- Oral narratives recorded in 2016-19, as well as a collation of legacy narrative re- 203 
cordings (1970s-90s); 204 

- A (partial) translation of the Bible (1992): Neningikarrawara-angwa Ayakwa. 205 
 206 

A precise break-down of our corpus according to the above data types is given in 207 
table 2. 208 

Table 2. Break-down of our corpus according to data type (genre) 209 

Data type Audio duration Word count 
Elicited data (translation tasks; 
stimuli-prompts) 15h16min25sec 19,906 
Spoken narratives 01h04min46sec 3789 
Translated text (Bible) - 699 
TOTAL 16h21min11sec 24,394 

 210 
 211 

2.1 Annotation scheme 212 
We extracted all indicative uses of the zero inflection from these various sources, and 213 

proceeded to annotate them so as to identify the role possibly played by various parame- 214 
ters in saturating their temporal and aspectual meanings. Our annotation scheme thus 215 
involved some usual and obvious culprits (telicity vs. atelicity/non-telicity, dynamicity vs. 216 
stativity, atomicity vs. non-atomicity (in the sense of (Dowty 1986; Caudal & Nicolas 2005). 217 
In addition, we randomly extracted a number of overt past and non-past (i.e., present) 218 
marked verbs, to establish a base-line for our experiments. 219 

Our annotated corpus and quantitative measurements (plus some figures) are avail- 220 
able at the following address: https://cloud.llf-paris.fr/nextcloud/s/yHNeLig7Bnf42by. It 221 
comprises exactly 214 occurrences of zero-inflected verbs, 101 occurrences of past-marked 222 
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verbs, and 22 occurrences of non-past-marked (= present-marked) verbs. A systematic an- 223 
notation of these occurrences was undertaken, with the following attributes and values: 224 

- Verb root 225 
- Verb translation 226 
- Aktionsart = {state; neg(ative) state; inchoative state (CofS); activity; iterated 227 

actitivity; bounded activity; bounded iterated activity; inchoative activity; un- 228 
bounded change-of-state; achievement; iterated achievement; bounded iteration 229 
of achievement; hab(itual) achievement; accomplishment; iterated accomplish- 230 
ment; hab(itual) accomplishment; semelfactive; iterated semelfactive} 231 

- Complexity = {CUMulative; AToMic; PLURactional ACHievement BounDED; 232 
ATM GROUP (group of atomic events constituting a non-scalar, complex atom); 233 
ATM PREP (atomic event with a preparatory stage); INCH ATM (atomic incho- 234 
ative event) ; STATE HABitual; BD CUM (bounded cumulative); BD CUM MAX 235 
(maximized cumulative event, via some overt quantifier); Q INCR (quantity in- 236 
crementality – i.e. event involves an incremental theme/patient argument), S 237 
INCR (quality incrementality – event is telic and scalar but does not involve an 238 
incremental theme/patient argument) (Caudal & Nicolas 2005); PLUR ACT (plu- 239 
ractional activity); PLUR ACT MAX (maximized pluractional activity); PLUR 240 
ACH (pluractional achievement); PLUR ACC (pluractional accomplishment); 241 
PLUR ACH BD (bounded pluractional achievement); PLUR ACC BD (bounded 242 
pluractional accomplishment); HAB ACH (habitual achievement); HAB ACC 243 
(habitual accomplishment); SEMELFactive; SEM BD (bounded semelfactive)} 244 

- Scalarity = {n(on scalar); b(inary scale); open scale; closed max(imal scale); dna 245 
(does not apply)} 246 

- Control(ling subject) = {y(es);n(o)} 247 
- Viewpoint aspect={IMPFV (imperfective); PFV (perfective); PERF (perfect); PFV- 248 

Weak (weak perfective)} (where ‘weak perfective’ correspond to non-culminat- 249 
ing readings of telic utterances, cf. (Martin 2019)) 250 

- Overt present marking in complex clause / clause chain= {x = unspecified; m = 251 
present modifier: i = inflectional present marking} 252 

- Overt past marking in complex clause / clause chain= {x = unspecified; m = past 253 
modifier: t = past tense marking; t>> past tense marking of matrix clause} 254 

- Aspect quantifier = {x = unspecified; d = durative modifier ; i = iteration marker 255 
or context ; r = reduplication; l = lengthening intonation with durative meaning, 256 
especially in the sense of (Mailhammer & Caudal 2019); h = habitual context or 257 
marker} 258 

- Temporal succession = {c = connective; x = unspecified; it = iteration with micro 259 
succession; lli = linear lengthening; cons = construction imposes temporal succes- 260 
sion ; p = parataxis with sequence of events ; g = generic context (no temporal 261 
succession; :: = durative lengthening; o = (temporal) overlap) 262 

- Structural context (discourse relation introducing relevant utterance into context) 263 
= {Narration ; Background; Back(ground) Fore(ground) (BackgroundForward, cf. 264 
(Asher, Prévot & Vieu 2007)); Fore(ground) Back(ground) (= BackgroundBackward, 265 
ibid.) 266 

- Example temporal reading = {past; present} 267 
- TA context = {SoE = sequence of events; PstMod = past modifier; AspMod = as- 268 

pectual modifier ; EpistMod = Epistemic Modifier ; PerfMod = perfect modifier; 269 
DiscCon = discourse connective; -PST = past inflection; - ∅	=	zero	inflection;	-PR	 270 
=	present inflection; -IRR.PST = past irrealis inflection; Overlap = temporal over- 271 
lap; TempShift = temporal shift context; XTD = durative lengthening (especially 272 
linear lengthening intonation; RED = morphological reduplication ;  RED-echo 273 
= full (word) reduplication; V = verb; Iter = iteractive predicate ; Hab = habitual 274 
marker/context; Rel  = relative clause ;X >> Y = matrix X dominates Y} 275 
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- Overt TA pattern = {V1-∅ : relevant annotated verb (with zero inflection) ; V-3/- 276 
V-2/V-1/V0- : verbs preceding annotated verb ; V+1/V+2+V+3+V+4 = verbs follow- 277 
ing annotated verb; IRR.PST = past irrealis ; PST = past ; PR = present; :::= durative 278 
lengthening} 279 

- Notes 280 
- Example in Anindilyakwa 281 
- Example gloss 282 
- Example translation 283 
 284 
Aktionsart comprises here many more classes than the average neo-Vendlerian inven- 285 

tory. It notably opposes bounded vs. unbounded readings of various type of cumulative 286 
event predicates. 287 

Complexity refers to the broad aspectual complexity attached to a particular type of 288 
event descriptions, in relation to subevent structure and event quantification. It crucially 289 
distinguishes bounded vs. unbounded atelic events, quantity vs. quality incrementality 290 
(i.e. whether or not an incremental, scalar reading gets projected onto the internal struc- 291 
ture of some theme/patient argument), pluractional vs. singular event descriptions 292 
(whether atelic or telic/bounded – this comprises what we have dubbed ‘atomic groups’, 293 
which though plural at some abstract level, effectively form a single atomic event; the term 294 
was coined after theories of nominal reference à la Link/Landman (see e.g. (Landman 295 
1989b; Landman 1989a). Maximized readings (i.e. bounded readings arising from a lim- 296 
ited duration adverbial) were also distinguished from simple bounded readings here, as 297 
they also involve different contextual parameters. 298 

Determining boundedness, sequence-of-event contexts, and often, aspectual view- 299 
point meaning, was largely effected using discourse structural information, i.e. by trying 300 
to identify the exact rhetorical relation (Asher & Lascarides 2003) attaching the relevant 301 
zero-marked discourse referent to the current discourse context, at the relevant attach- 302 
ment site (generally the previous or following discourse referent (and verb form) depend- 303 
ing on discourse relations). Such a methodology is not novel, and has already proven use- 304 
ful when ascertaining aspectual viewpoint meaning for aspectually and or temporally un- 305 
derspecified tenses (see e.g. (Caudal & Ritz 2012; Caudal 2015). By and large, this is based 306 
on (i) the well-known observation that certain discourse relations require temporal over- 307 
lap between events (e.g. Background), while others impose temporal succession (e.g. Nar- 308 
ration, or Result) and (ii) the theoretical generalization that tenses denote rhetorical func- 309 
tions, i.e. that aspectual viewpoint is tightly connected with rhetorical structure (Caudal 310 
& Roussarie 2005; Caudal 2022). 311 

2.2 Some preliminary observations and empirical generalizations 312 
According to Table 1, two event structure classes give rise to categoric interpretative 313 

effects: (i) atomic event predicates can only ever give rise to past temporal interpretations 314 
of REAL-V-Ø utterances (Bednall’s (2020) Principle #3b) while (ii) stative event predicates 315 
only ever give rise to present temporal interpretations for REAL-V-Ø ((Bednall’s (2020) 316 
Principle #3b)). While our corpus study seems to validate (i)/Principle #3b, as 84 out of 84 317 
instances of utterances describing telic atomic events (i.e. achievements) are anchored in 318 
the past, it invalidates (ii)/Principle #3a, as 15 out of 27 stative utterances are anchored in 319 
the past without said past events being inchoatively re-interpreted; in other words, they 320 
denote bona fide states, not coerced change-of-state events. 321 

In some cases, it was somewhat difficult to ascertain whether an accomplishment vs. 322 
some kind of activity reading should prevail. Even more tellingly, especially in cases of 323 
elicited iterative or habitual uses, it was difficult to determine whether a bounded / per- 324 
fective or unbounded / imperfective of pluractional / iterated or habitual event should 325 
prevail. Thus, while the translation of (5) suggests a perfective iterative reading, that of 326 
(6) is extremely unclear as to the exact aspectual interpretation of the sequence. 327 

 328 
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(5) angkawura angkwababərna  nə-lhəka-Ø  en=lhang=wa 329 
one.day always  REAL.3m-go-USP 3m.PRO=POSS=ALL 330 
angalya 331 
NEUT.place 332 
‘he went to his house several times’ 333 
(JL, JRB1-049-01, 00.09.25-00.09.34) 334 

 335 
(6) arakbəwiya angkabəbərnama nə-lhəka-Ø   en=lhang=wa 336 

long.ago always  REAL.3m-go-USP  3m.PRO=POSS=ALL  337 
angalya 338 
NEUT.place 339 
‘like several times, many times, or several times he used to- went- walked to his 340 
house’ [speaker translation] 341 
(JL, JRB1-049-01, 00.13.00-00.13.20) 342 
 343 
Event structure classes are represented as indicated in Table 3, with achievement de- 344 

scribing utterances being by far the most common event description type in our corpus 345 
(with almost 43% of all zero-marked utterances); change-of-state utterances even reach a 346 
staggering 76% dominance of zero-marked utterances.  347 

 348 
(7) yirrə-rrəngka-Ø=ma  arakba  ngayuwa 349 

REAL.2A-see-PST=STYPE   COMPL.ACT  1.PRO 350 
nəng-enibu-dhə-Ø=ma   amandhangwa nəngi-jungwu-Ø=mərra=dha 351 
REAL.1-alive-INCH-USP=STYPE  true   REAL.1-die- USP=STYPE=TRM 352 
‘Now you have seen that I really am alive again [it’s true that I died before]’ 353 
(Bible Society in Australia 1992: 890) 354 

Table 3. Event structure classes in our sub-corpus of zero-inflected verbs 355 

Event structure class Number of verb forms Percentage 
States 23 10.75% 
Atelic dynamic events 28 13.08% 
Non-telic change-of-state events 41 19.16% 
Accomplishments 31 14.49% 
Achievements 91 42.52% 
Total 214  

 356 
Figure 2 below offers a visual rendering of table 2, revealing that telic utterances are 357 

very predominant in the sample. 358 
 359 
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 360 
Figure 2. Event structure composition of our zero-inflected corpus 361 
 362 
This suggests a strong bias between zero-marking towards change-of-state meanings, 363 

as event structure classes in other tenses (e.g., the simple past tense) do not exhibit such a 364 
stark bias towards change-of-state descriptions, as shown in tables 4 and 5. Table 5 reveals 365 
that our non-past sub-corpus only comprises atelic verbs denoting cumulative, un- 366 
bounded event types. Verbs lexically describing achievements do appear, but must re- 367 
ceive coerced durative, prospective/proximative (8) or hortative/volitional modal read- 368 
ings, or are coerced into scalar ‘degree achievement’ descriptions (9) (in effect, these sur- 369 
face an unbounded change-of-state predicates, i.e., as atelic dynamic event predicates). 370 

 371 
(8) ngumu-ngwanja-jə-na=ma     duraka 372 

REAL.1>VEG-stop-CAUS-NPST=STYPE  VEG.car 373 
‘I'm stopping the car’. (JL, JRB1-018-01, 00.15.37-00.15.42)    (durative/prospective) 374 

(9) ambaka+lhangwa na-mənəngka-dhə-nə=ma   ena   angalya 375 
slowly REAL.NEUT-different-INCH-PST=STYPE  NEUT.this NEUT.place 376 
‘slowly this place seems to get different’ (JL, JRB1-007-01, 00.01.29-00.01.34 narra- 377 
tive) 378 
 379 
The latter semantic generalization is in line with well-known observations related to 380 

the so-called ‘present perfective paradox’ (De Wit 2016); said paradox predicts that e.g., 381 
utterances describing punctual events cannot receive a present tense marking unless their 382 
meaning undergoes some sort of semantic shift (whether aspectual, or aspectuo-modal). 383 
While this shows that major event structure composition differences appear in our corpus 384 
between past (or mostly past) vs. non-past tense forms, this also indicates that it is not 385 
irremediably ‘skewed’ towards past reference, and the observed differences might reflect 386 
on inherent tendencies of tenses, rather than just the textual genre composition of the cor- 387 
pus. Interestingly, Table (4) demonstrates that our overt past sub-corpus and our zero 388 
inflection sub-corpus do not have matching event structure compositions, event if they 389 
involve a roughly similar proportion of utterances describing non-change-of-state, cumu- 390 
lative, unbounded events (23-26%). This confirms that event structure composition de- 391 
pend at least in part on tenses, and not merely on textual genre biases. 392 

 393 

11%

13%

19%

14%

43%

States Atelic dynamic events Non-telic CoS events

Accomplishments Achievements
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Table 4. Event structure classes in our sub-corpus of past-inflected verbs 394 

Event structure class Number of verb forms Percentage 
States 7 6,93% 
Atelic dynamic events 21 20,79% 
Non-telic change-of-state events 37 36,63% 
Accomplishments 6 5,94% 
Achievements 30 29,70% 
Total 101  

 395 

Table 5. Event structure classes in our sub-corpus of non-past-inflected verbs 396 

Event structure class Number of verb forms Percentage 
States 10 45,45% 
Atelic dynamic events 12 54,55% 
Non-telic change-of-state events 0 0,00% 
Accomplishments 0 0,00% 
Achievements 0 0,00% 
Total 22  

 397 
Note that our classification incorporates contextual effects on the construal of event 398 

structure, including the impact of e.g. sequence-of-event contexts, inchoative interpreta- 399 
tions, etc. ‘Non-telic’ change-of-state (CoS, henceforth) events incorporate semelfactives, 400 
bounded or maximized states, activities or event pluralities, or inchoative states. As zero 401 
tense is also aspectually underspecified, these are the only reliable aspectual information 402 
we can resort to. Of course, we have tried to determine a viewpoint aspect on the basis of 403 
contextual meanings; it effectively boils down to the distinction between CoS event struc- 404 
tures (which trigger a perfective-like interpretation) vs. non-CoS event structures (which 405 
trigger an imperfective-like interpretation). 406 

One important caveat in our annotation methodology has to do with perfect-like read- 407 
ings of zero-inflected verbs such as in (7). Although they have present relevance in some 408 
sense, we have nevertheless classified those as past, since they do locate an event in the 409 
past, plus some associated result event in the present, which we take to be ‘perfect state’ 410 
à la Nishiyama & Koenig (2010). As it is unclear whether such perfect readings are bona 411 
fide semanticized readings of zero-inflected realis verbs, or something less semantically 412 
‘hard wired’ in the spirit of proposals made in, for instance, Caudal (2022) (at the seman- 413 
tic/pragmatics interface in terms of conventional implicatures), we have simply treated 414 
instances of perfect-looking uses as being anchored in the past. 415 

3. Results of a Fisher exact test-based quantitative study 416 
After annotating our zero sub-corpora as exposed above, we have analyzed the data 417 

thus constituted using a quantitative technique well suited to small samples such as our 418 
corpus, namely Fisher exact test, or FET. FET helps to determine which of the parameters 419 
of the annotation scheme could possibly constrain the temporal anchoring interpretation 420 
of zero-inflected Anindilyakwa verbs. Whenever possible, we have also run chi-square 421 
tests (but they seem to yield very similar results). As we will see, temporal anchoring and 422 
viewpoint are not entirely orthogonal, but certainly distinct, with respect to the parame- 423 
ters they depend on. 424 

To assess correlation between parameters, FET requires the distribution of parame- 425 
ters and correlated values shown in Table 6. 426 
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Table 6. Positively and negatively correlated parameters and Fischer Exact Test (FET) 427 

 Parameter 2 
Parameter 1 Positive value Negative value (opposite) 

Positive value a-positive correlation c-negative correlation 
Negative value (opposite) b-negative correlation d-positive correlation 

 428 
From Table 3, the computation of FET can yield two measures establishing correla- 429 

tions between parameters – a classic significance measure p (where p needs to be inferior 430 
to 0,01 to achieve significance), and an odds ratio, calculated as indicated in (10), and 431 
which the magnitude of superior predictability of the positive correlations, when com- 432 
pared to the alternative, negative correlations. 433 

 434 
(10) 435 
 436 
 437 

3.1. Telicity vs. non-telicity 438 

Table 7 below was construed to determine whether telicity constituted a determining parameter 439 
for past temporal anchoring. It opposes telic and non-telic utterances, where non-telic includes 440 
atelic utterances, but also utterances denoting non-telic change-of-state predicates (such as e.g. 441 
semelfactive events and inchoative readings of atelic verbs). 442 

Table 7. Telic vs. non-telic verbs and temporal anchoring 443 

Event structure opposition Past Present Total 
Telic 105 9 114 

non-telic (CUM + COS non telic) 79 21 100 
Total 184 30 214 

 444 
The following visualization (via R’s mosaicplot function) makes it obvious that (i) telic 445 

events are vastly predominant in the sample and (ii) that telic utterances are biased to- 446 
wards past anchoring, while non-atelic utterances tend to favor a present anchoring, but 447 
that (iii) these are not very strong correlations. 448 

 449 

 450 
Figure 3. Vizualisation of temporal anchoring of telic vs. non-telic utterances 451 
 452 
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Running Fischer exact for our count data1 , we got a weakly significant p-value 453 
of 0.0094196833154142, and an odds ratio of 3.085, with confidence interval 95% [1.2714; 454 
8.0887]. A chi-square test yields X-squared = 6.8962, df = 1, p-value = 0.008638. 455 

This suggests a marked, but not universal tendency for telic verbs to pair up with a 456 
past anchoring, and for non-telic verbs to pair up with a present anchoring – and therefore 457 
that telicity/non-telicity cannot be regarded as a truly significant parameter for discrimi- 458 
nating present vs. past temporal anchoring. This result is in line with Bednall’s (2020) 459 
principles. 460 

3.2. Atomic telic vs. non-atomic telic 461 
 462 

Clearly, this is due to non-atomic telic utterances being capable of receiving a present 463 
temporal reading, as shown in table 8. Running FET on this table2 yields a significant p- 464 
value (p= 3.2E-7), and no informative odds ratio, as the data set is too restricted. The pos- 465 
itive correlation ‘telic non-atomic/present’ is fact not warranted, as accomplishment utter- 466 
ances remain most past. 467 

Table 8. Telic atomic vs. telic non-atomic verbs and temporal anchoring 468 

Event structure opposition Past Present Total 
Telic atomic 91 0 91 

Telic non-atomic 21 10 31 
Total 112 10 122 

3.3. Dynamic vs. stative utterances 469 
Let us now turn to dynamicity vs. stativity. As non-telic changes-of-state are inher- 470 

ently complex events, and may combine a non-dynamic subevent and dynamic subevent 471 
(we argue that this is the case of e.g. inchoative readings of stative verbs, or so-called 472 
INCH-derived verbs), we will exclude these in this subsection. This gives us Table 9 be- 473 
low. 474 

Table 9. Dynamic vs. stative verbs and temporal anchoring 475 

Event structure opposition Past Present Total 
Dynamic 131 19 150 

Stative 12 11 23 
Total 143 30 173 

 476 
Running FET on this table3 yields a significant p-value (p= 0.0002412), and an odds 477 

ratio of 6.220913 (confidence interval at 95%[2.1625 ; 18.0003]). 478 
What if we compare stative and dynamic atelic utterances? Table 10 shows that their 479 

respective spread converges a lot more. If we run FET on such a table,4 we get a non- 480 
significant p = 0.38765, and an odds ratio of 1.9098, with 95% confidence interval [0.5361 ; 481 
7.0437]. 482 

 
1 The corresponding R command is fisher.test(matrix(c(112,10,72,20),2,2, byrow=TRUE)). 
2 In R, fisher.test(matrix(c(91,0,21,10),2,2, byrow=TRUE)) 
3 In R, fisher.test(matrix(c(131,19,12,11),2,2, byrow=TRUE)) 
4 In R, fisher.test(matrix(c(19,9,12,11),2,2, byrow=TRUE)) 
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Table 10. Dynamic vs. stative verbs and temporal anchoring 483 

Event structure opposition Past Present Total 
Dynamic atelic 19 9 19 

Stative 12 11 23 
Total 30 30 42 

 484 
Thus, it seems that if we restrict dynamic utterances to their atelic subset, the sta- 485 

tive/dynamic opposition ceases to be quantitatively significant. However, this might be in 486 
part due to the size of our corpus. As it primarily consists of materials (formal or semi- 487 
formal narratives, plus elicitation of past event descriptions) involving predominantly 488 
past contexts, our corpus is to some extent biased against both stative and dynamic atelic 489 
utterances as it favors past or potentially past tenses. Obviously, settling such questions 490 
would requires further investigations on a more extended corpus; we will say more on 491 
this below in the discussion. 492 

But what really matters is that though neither stative nor dynamic atelic utterances 493 
are categorically associated with past or present anchoring, dynamic atelic verbs show a 494 
mild preference for past anchoring (this is partly in line with Bybee’s (1990) proposal, 495 
partly not in line with it), while statives appear to have no inherent tendency at all (pace 496 
Bednall’s (2020, 2021) proposals). neutral. For both event types though, additional contex- 497 
tual information or overt markers always take precedence in terms of temporal anchoring. 498 

3.4. CUMulative utterances vs. CoS utterances / perfective vs. imperfective-viewpoint utterances 499 
Since neither telicity nor dynamicity are very good predictors for the temporal an- 500 

choring of zero-marked utterances in our corpus, let us now turn to a last possible param- 501 
eter, namely a basic opposition between utterances describing unbounded cumulative ut- 502 
terances (in effect associated with an imperfective viewpoint reading, by and large), and 503 
utterances describing CoS events in the largest possible sense, i.e. including 504 
bounded/maximized readings of atelic events (in effect; all the utterances associated with 505 
a perfective viewpoint reading). This gives us table 11. 506 

Table 11. CUM vs. CoS utterances (or imperfective vs. perfective utterances) 507 

Event structure opposition Past Present Total 
CoS 153 10 163 

CUM 31 20 51 
Total 184 30 214 

 508 
The visualization obtained with mosaicplot (figure 4) already reveals a much better 509 

predictor than telicity (cf. Figure 3 above). 510 
 511 
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 512 
Figure 4. Vizualisation of temporal anchoring of CoS vs. CUM utterances 513 
 514 
This is confirmed when we run FET on table 85, as we get a very significant p-value 515 

of 6.4554400236716E-8 and an odds Ratio of 9.7205 (with a 95% confident interval [3.9072; 516 
25.7194]) – i.e., FET demonstrates that CoS is a much better predictor than telicity. Alt- 517 
hough not a categorical parameter, this suggests a very strong tendency for CoS utterances 518 
to be anchored in the past. As we have seen above, CoS utterances correspond more or 519 
less to a perfective viewpoint reading, while CUM utterances associate with an imperfec- 520 
tive viewpoint reading. 521 

4. Discussion 522 
Let us turn now to a detailed discussion of the above results, trying to determine to 523 

what extent they are meaningful and tell us key novel things concerning parameters con- 524 
straining the interpretation of zero-marked utterances, in addition to what extent they 525 
might have a potentially broad typological significance. 526 

4.1. Possible biases due to discourse/textual genres? 527 
Before assessing the positive contribution of our results, we also need to frame their 528 

significance with respect to the nature of the data used here, so as to circumvent, or at 529 
least understand, possible biases. Our corpus does not incorporate dialogical data per se, 530 
only semi-formal/conversational narratives with a dialogical dimension, on top of formal 531 
narratives and elicited data (mostly with prompts towards a past temporal anchoring, 532 
what’s more). This might be detrimental to the representativity of present temporal an- 533 
chorings with zero-marked utterances in our corpus. But vice versa, it might also be the 534 
case that zero-marked utterances are infrequent in dialogue, and mostly found in narra- 535 
tives. As dialogical material is de facto under-represented in the data collected so far in 536 
the languages, it is impossible at this stage to address this potential concern; additional 537 
substantial fieldwork will be required to be able to assess whether or not our corpus in- 538 
troduces an unwanted bias in the experiment. 539 

The concern is genuine, in the sense that certain aspectual meanings (perfective, 540 
change-of-state events) are intuitively more common in narrative, than in dialogue. The 541 
same holds true of temporal-succession discourse relations (rhetorical relations associated 542 
with perfective, sequence-of-events contexts are prevalent in narratives, especially ‘for- 543 
mal’ narratives (myths, legends, see e.g. Carruthers 2005; Caudal 2010) – and the latter are 544 
predominant in the narrative part of our corpus. We should ideally be able to conduct 545 

 
5 fisher.test(matrix(c(153,10,31,20),2,2, byrow=TRUE)) 
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separate quantitative pilot studies on genre-specific corpora, and compare the results, to 546 
fully validate the conclusions of the present study. Obviously, this must be left to future 547 
developments. 548 

4.2. Novel empirical generalizations for the grammar of Anindilyakwa? 549 
With the above caveat in mind, what can we reasonably say about our results? Even 550 

if present readings for zero tense are under-represented in our corpus, past readings are 551 
not, and it seems rather unlikely that the significance of the various parameters here used 552 
will be greatly impacted. A larger proportion of present anchorings will most likely only 553 
improve overall significance in the above results. What they can potentially change, there- 554 
fore, is to grant dynamicity and telicity a better significance than they currently have. 555 
However, by the same token, that of the CoS/CUM opposition will also be improved. So 556 
that we are confident in the ranking of parameters given below in Table 9 already consti- 557 
tutes a reliable result. 558 

Table 12. Summary of quantitative findings, and ranking of parameters for temporal anchoring 559 

Parameter Significance (p) Odds ratio Ranking 
Telic/non-telic  0.0094196833154142 3.085 3 

Dynamic/non-dynamic  0.0002412 6.220913  2 
CoS/non-CoS 6.4554400236716E-8  9.7205  1 

 560 
As we have seen above, while telicity itself is not a good predictor, atomic telicity is 561 

the only event-structure based information constituting a categorical predictor in our cor- 562 
pus: all atomic telic events were anchored in the past. This validates Bednall’s (2020) Prin- 563 
ciple #3b (‘the Atomic Constraint’). 564 

In contrast, and contrary to Bednall’s (2020) Principle #3a (‘the Stative Constraint’), 565 
stativity is not a categorical predictor according to our data, and does not even seem to 566 
have an inherent temporal anchoring tendency. This causes the dynamic/stative opposi- 567 
tion to be a mediocre predictor for temporal meaning: while dynamic atelic events have a 568 
slight tendency to induce past readings (this is a toned-down version of Bybee’s (1990) 569 
original claim), this is mitigated by the more neutral temporal profile of stative events, 570 
and causes the stative/dynamic atelic event opposition to be unable to rival the signifi- 571 
cance of the CUM/CoS opposition as a temporal predictor. 572 

In addition to telic atomic utterances, it seems that non-telic CoSs such as e.g. incho- 573 
ative readings of stative verbs, single-event semelfactives and INCH-derived verbs can 574 
only receive a past temporal anchoring as well. This suggests that atomic CoSs, and not 575 
just telic atomic events, have a categorical effect on temporal anchoring – this is a slight 576 
inflection to Bednall’s (2020) ‘Atomic Constraint’, which places more emphasis on atomic 577 
telic events. 578 

To put it in a nutshell, there is a sharp asymmetry in the manner in which aspectual 579 
constraints are organized with respect to the temporal anchoring of zero-inflected Anindi- 580 
lyakwa verbs: 581 

- Only atomic CoS events (whether telic or not) categorically determine (past) tem- 582 
poral anchoring, and cannot be overruled or modified by any additional infor- 583 
mation or overt temporal marker 584 

- The temporal anchoring of all other event structure types can have both present 585 
and past temporal anchorings in our corpus. And even when an event structure 586 
type is inherently biased towards a particular anchoring (i.e., the past in the case 587 
of atelic dynamic events), such biases are always overruled by additional contex- 588 
tual temporal information and/or overt temporal marking – through overt past 589 
vs. present adverbials, or when a temporally explicit inflection marks another 590 
verb they are temporally related to via e.g. Narration or Background (i.e., when 591 
they are part of a single discourse topic; this is a very important discourse 592 
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contextual factor in the semantics and pragmatics of tenses (see Caudal (2022) for 593 
a detailed discussion of this question)6. 594 
 595 

We would like to highlight in the latter regard the key role played by discourse struc- 596 
tural parameters and viewpoint in our study: the main shedding line between past vs. 597 
present anchoring as determined by aspectual content, is very much the change-of- 598 
state/perfective vs. non-change-of-state/imperfective reading distinction. Our analysis 599 
clearly departs from past investigations on aspectual parameters governing the contextual 600 
interpretation of aspectuo-temporally deficient tenses, in that we stress the importance of 601 
an overall aspectual interpretation, incorporating not only event structure parameters, but 602 
also discourse structurally determined aspectual meanings. 603 

 604 
4.3. More on empty vs. non-empty contexts / overt temporal marking 605 

As we have just seen, it seems that not all event structure classes exhibit the same 606 
‘natural tendencies’ according to our results: thus, accomplishment utterances tend to be 607 
more frequently past than say states, whereas (unbounded) atelic dynamic utterances 608 
pretty stand in the middle. However, it is difficult to assess whether or not these tenden- 609 
cies are general, or a simple artifact of the nature of our corpus, as suggested in §4.1, as it 610 
is probably skewed towards temporally past contexts, and thus probably adds to the ob- 611 
served temporal anchorings, and the frequency of event structures. 612 

But there is one move we can, and should make, in order to mitigate this uncertainty, 613 
namely try and measure the effect of ‘temporally empty contexts’ on the effects of CoS vs. 614 
CUM utterances. Such empty contexts cropped up mostly in our elicited material, when 615 
no temporal prompt had been given to informants. Table 10 gives the figures for the CoS 616 
vs. CUM opposition in a temporally empty context. 617 

Running FET on Table 10,7 we get a more significant p-value than in all contexts 618 
(p=1.5262396732922E-8), and a much higher odds ratio (18.7066), with a 95% confidence 619 
interval [5.724; 69.8122]. This seems to vindicate the hypothesis made above, that in non- 620 
temporally skewed contexts, greater significance would be achieved for aspectual param- 621 
eters – i.e. in the absence of overt and/or covert temporal contextual information, ‘aspec- 622 
tual tendencies’ are free to assert themselves. This also gives strong backing to the idea 623 
that context – especially discourse structure, we believe – plays an essential role in the 624 
temporal interpretation of zero-tensed verbs in Anindilyakwa. 625 

Table 13. Temporal anchoring of CUM vs. CoS utterances in an empty context 626 

Event structure in empty context Past Present Total 
CoS 65 7 72 

CUM 9 19 28 
Total 74 26 100 

4.3. Typological consequences 627 
The present results have potentially far-reaching typological consequences. They 628 

clearly demonstrate the need for combining detailed semantic annotation with quantita- 629 
tive analyzes in order to rigorously assess the impact of the most relevant factors in the 630 
interpretation of aspectuo-temporally deficient tenses. Empirical generalizations based on 631 
simple counts and crude semantic categories such as e.g., the Vendler-classes style aspec- 632 
tual characterizations, are obviously too coarse-grained a method to frame the 633 

 
6 This clearly realtes to an intuition underlying (Bybee 1990)’s old observation about statives: their present temporal anchoring is 
only a default reading, i.e. it seems to crop up in temporally ‘empty’ contexts. 
7 fisher.test(matrix(c(65,7,9,19),2,2, byrow=TRUE)) 
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interpretative intricacies underlying semantically deficient forms. Context sensitivity, 634 
event complexity, and non-Vendlerian parameters such as viewpoint-like meanings, are 635 
key to unravelling the mysteries lurking behind such forms. 636 

Interestingly, our results seem to connected with the so-called ‘(present) perfective 637 
paradox’ (Malchukov 2009; De Wit 2016), in that they establish a connection between 638 
CoS/perfective meanings and pastness, vs. CUM/imperfective meanings and present- 639 
ness. A lot more could be said about this, but obviously, this must be left to future re- 640 
search. 641 

4.4. Comparative observations 642 
Before closing the discussion, we would like to highlight the fact that the Anindi- 643 

lyakwa aspectuo-temporally underspecified ‘zero’ tense is not an isolated phenomenon 644 
among Australian languages. Similar underspecified tenses been described for a number 645 
of Australian languages, see for instance the so-called ‘non-future’ inflection in Murrinh- 646 
Patha (Nordlinger & Caudal 2012), as shown in (11)-(14). 647 

(11) Jeŋkul=mani=ka   mam-ŋka-ʈum     t̪ama-ja.   Jilele   (Murrinh-Patha) 648 
[name]=attempt=cst  do.3sg.nfut-eye.appl-dry say.2sg.irr father 649 
‘how about Yengkul, the one who stirs up dust in his truck, who you call father?’ 650 
(Mansfield 2020: 5) 651 

(12) wurran-nintha-lili    (Murrinh-Patha) 652 
they.6.PRES-du/m-walk 653 
3sgS.go(6).nfut-du.m-walk 654 
‘They are walking.’ 655 
((Street 1996: 208) in (Nordlinger & Caudal 2012: 83)) 656 

(13) mam-purl     (Murrinh-Patha) 657 
 I.8.PERF-wash 658 
 1sgS.hands(8).nfut-wash 659 
 ‘I washed it.’ ((Street 1996: 209) in (Nordlinger & Caudal 2012: 83)) 660 

(14)  baŋam-lele-ɖim    ku-weɻe ku-put ̪ikat=ʈe  (Murrinh-Patha) 661 
affect.3sg.nfut-bite-sit.impf  anim-dog anim-cat=agent 662 
‘the cat is biting the dog’ (Mansfield 2020: 4) 663 
 664 
Interestingly, Nordlinger & Caudal argue that event structure classes seem to deter- 665 

mine the temporal anchoring of non-future utterances in Murrin-Patha (with telic utter- 666 
ances being anchored in the past, vs. atelic utterances being anchored in the present), very 667 
much in line with initial observations made in (Bednall 2020).  668 

One should also mention the so-called ‘actual’ tense in Kayardild, described in 669 
(Evans 1995; Round 2013) as a the ‘default’, morphologically minimal tense. The actual 670 
inflection appears to be both temporally and aspectually deficient, cf. (15)-(16), and con- 671 
trasts with an aspectually underspecified past tense. Unlike the Murrinh-Patha past tense 672 
system, the Kayardild past tense system is therefore very similar to the Anindilyakwa 673 
tense system. Moreover, and contrary to (Nordlinger & Caudal 2012)’s Vendlerian ap- 674 
proach, Evans claims that temporal modifiers are used to specify the temporal anchoring 675 
associated with actual-marked utterances; the latter hypothesis is of course rather remi- 676 
niscent of our findings concerning certain event structure classes in Anindilykwa. 677 

 678 
(15) jungarra  bawa-tha   warmgal-d   (Kayardild) 679 

big(NOM)  blow-ACT  wind-NOM 680 
‘The wind’s blowing strong.’  (Evans 1995: 256) 681 

(16) jirrka-rrnga-maru-tha   kurrka-tha kunawuna-ya  barrngka-y, (Kayardild) 682 
north-BOUND-VD-ACT  take-ACT child-MLOC  waterlily-MLOC  683 
kurndaji   jirrkur-ung-ka   mirrayala-th,  Nalkardarrawuru 684 
sandhill(NOM)  north-ALL-NOM  make-ACT  (name) 685 
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‘Nalkardarrawuru took the baby waterlilies to the beach to the north (Bentinck Is- 686 
land, from Fowler Island), and made a sandhill way to the north.’  (ibid.)  687 
 688 
The contrast between Nordlinger & Caudal’s take, and Evans’s take on the interpre- 689 

tation constraints bearing on these two temporally and aspectually underspecified tense 690 
forms is of course striking. Could it be that while the Kayardild actual tense behaves like 691 
the Anindilyakwa zero tense, the Murrinh-Patha non-future behaves differently from 692 
both? We would like to stress that one important difference between the Murrinh-Patha 693 
and the Anindilyakwa tense systems, is that contrary to the latter, the former is endowed 694 
with a bona fide past imperfective tense, which might prevent e.g. atelic utterances in the 695 
non-future from receiving a past temporal reading. This might result in substantial differ- 696 
ences in the way temporal deficiency is managed by these two languages. 697 

Sadly, we must leave this question open for future investigations, as it remains to be 698 
seen whether Nordlinger & Caudal’s Vendlerian-parameter-based analysis, as well as Ev- 699 
ans’s generalization, could be maintained in the light of a detailed corpus analysis. But 700 
the above data points clearly indicate that a fruitful avenue of research lies in such a com- 701 
parative, areal direction. 702 

5. Conclusions 703 
As a conclusion, we would like to highlight again that the main results achieved here 704 

demonstrate that a rich semantic annotation scheme is required in order to make sense of 705 
the interplay between aspectuo-temporal parameters and contexts, in order to reveal the 706 
variety of constraints underlying the temporal interpretation of aspectuo-temporally de- 707 
ficient tense forms (‘zero tenses’). We have established that change-of-state/perfectivity 708 
are the best predictors of temporal anchoring for the Anindilyakwa REAL-V-Ø inflectional 709 
paradigm, rather than focusing on event structural parameters à la Vendler (1957). This 710 
contrasts with most existing past analyses. We have also mentioned – and demonstrated 711 
– that our results were probably influenced by the predominance of past contexts in our 712 
corpus data, but argued that this probably does not affect the ranking of parameters here 713 
established. Of course, future developments will necessary to fully back, and potentially 714 
improve upon, the results of this pilot study. It is highly desirable to expand our corpus 715 
towards non-narrative genres, so as to be able to assess the impact of textual genres in 716 
general on the quantitative results exposed above. We have also shown that this type of 717 
simultaneous temporal and aspectual deficiency is not an isolated fact in Australian tense 718 
systems, and that comparative work is clearly required to fully understand the intricacies 719 
of aspectuo-temporal underspecification. 720 
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